Which registries across the nation use the Training Organization Recognition Process?
Here is a short summary of the answer!

State

Registry

Explanation of qualification criteria

Alaska

Alaska SEED Registry

All TOR-approved training organizations are automatically approved in Alaska.
Organizations are sent a letter and certificate good which states they are approved for 5
years.

Arizona

Arizona Early Childhood
Workforce Registry

We are focusing on local face to face PD at this time, but we in Arizona would trust and
use any agency on the list from the Alliance.

Idaho

IdahoSTARS

Idaho follows the guidelines set forth by the Alliance.

Iowa

Iowa Child Care Provider
Training Registry

We required that each organization submits an application but if it's an organization that
has been recognized by the National Workforce Registry Alliance, our review of the
application is abbreviated. When the National Workforce Registry Alliance recognizes
organizations, Iowa does too, as long as attendance is tracked, and processes are followed.

Nebraska

Nebraska Early Childhood
Professional Records
(NECPRS)

The Nebraska Department of Education Office of Early Childhood Training Center has
two ways that trainings are approved. NDE OEC has developed an Automatically
Accepted Organization List that consist of four categories: Accredited College and
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Universities; Federal and Nebraska State Agencies when specific to early childhood care
and education; Nationally recognized organizations; and E-Learning Training.
Organizations that are not included on the Automatically Accepted list must go through
the Nebraska Early Childhood Professional Records System (NECPRS) Training
Approval process to be granted training clock hours.
Nevada

The Nevada Registry

Representatives of the organizations recognized by the Alliance do not have to go through
the trainer approval process (they are exempt from having to submit an initial trainer
application or meet any trainer renewal requirements). They must still submit their training
through our online system for approval, but the trainer approval process is essentially null
and void.

Oregon

The Oregon Registry

We are in process of defining how to use this designation in a more systematic way. In
general, we accept any training into our system from these organization at an introductory
level.

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania Professional
Development Registry

Pennsylvania has a specific application for National Organizations to complete and send
to the PD Registry team. They submit one online course for us to review on our rubric. We
score the course based on the rubric and if they pass, they can have access to enter courses
into the PD Registry.

Texas

Texas Early Childhood
Professional Development
System

If we see training certificates from organizations on the list, we automatically validate
them for our workforce registry

Utah

Utah Registry for
Professional Development

The process to apply for Training Approval is streamlined for these organizations.

Wyoming

STARS

If the organization is on the Approved Training Organization list, we approve the
organization as a Sponsor and work on getting their classes into the training registry
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